
Developing a Calm Practice in the midst of COVID 19 life. 

As we adjust to a new reality, we’re all faced with many changes and demands along with deep 
and prolonged uncertainty. It’s a marathon run, and for many of us its profoundly challenging 

adjusting wrapping our minds, hearts and lives around this. We’ll all be experiencing a range 

of emotions in different ways at different times - ALL are valid and important! Our ways of 
coping, activities and supports that supported us pre COVID may not be available at the 
moment, our needs have changed - and how we support ourselves and others has changed 

too. Readjusting how we live life, and giving ourselves permission to shift our 

expectations of ourselves and others is what is going to help us make it through. 

We have developed this resource to help you develop a practice of that can support you.


The starting point to developing a calming practice is believing that you are worth it - 
often we unwittingly sabotage our efforts. If you don’t deeply believe that you are worth taking 

the time and effort to support yourself, know that we do - and Jesus absolutely believes are 

very much worthy of this. 

Asking ourselves how we show up in different range of emotional states and then how we can 
support ourselves to move through it,  so that we don’t engage in unhealthy or destructive 

ways.  So often we respond to our emotions by protecting ourselves from feeling them, 

we armour ourselves so we can’t feel it. But what happens is we end up disconnected 

from ourselves and then others, and don’t support ourselves as we really need to.


Many of us will get over active in anxiety - for example, feeling more energetic, becoming 

busy, taking over things, micro managing things or people, we like to get things done and 
take charge


Many of us become under active in anxiety - for example, feeling less energetic, finding it 

hard to get things done, needing more rest time, more sleep, we might become inactive and 

feel less competent. 

Many of us alternate between the two! NEITHER IS RIGHT OR WRONG - it just is.  

Our patterns of response to our anxiety, or other feelings - are not truths about who we are, 

they do not define us. These thoughts may feel like truths, but we can turn to what God says 
about us in the Bible to know the truths about us.


Over the next couple pages we share number of graphics, tools tips, as well as outlining some 
things you can do to try and help support yourself. 
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FEELINGS WHEEL



WORDEN’S TASKS  OF GRIEF.  

** NOTE THE “A” MENTIONS ‘PERSON’ THIS EXTENDS TO PEOPLE, PLACES AND 

THINGS. 


